Welcome

About

This is the home of the University of Chicago Computing Cooperative, UC3, which is an open computing framework for connecting users with distributed high throughput computing workloads to shared resources whether they are clusters on campus, on the grid (e.g. the Open Science Grid), at a lab, or in a cloud service.
A research project in the Computation Institute, it is aligned with the University’s strategic computing vision as coordinated through the Research Computing Center and collaborates with the OSG Campus Infrastructures Community.

- The Member Page includes information for UC3 participants only.
- Presentations about UC3
- More about UC3
- E-mail Support

Meetings

- User Jamboree May 2013
- UC3 team meetings: see Member Page

User Guides

- UC3 Quickstart
• Job Submission
• Job Submission from Midway or Laptop
• Software access using OASIS
• Using UC3’s HDFS filesystem
• Using Parrot and Chirp for remote access to HDFS
• Using Skeleton Key for data access
• Skeleton Key Quickstart
• Using Globus Online with UC3
• Using OSG Connect

**UC3 Administrator Guides**

• UC3 Admins Guide
• UC3-Sub Setup
• UC3 CVMFS Setup

**Mail and Contact**

• UChicago email list for UC3 announcements and discussion: uc3@lists.uchicago.edu
  • Archives: https://lists.uchicago.edu/web/arc/uc3
  • To subscribe see: http://answers.uchicago.edu/page.php?id=15852
• User support or other questions can be sent to uc3-support@lists.uchicago.edu